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1.1.1

Introduction to the 
Kensington Brand

A midwestern mega-church? A national and global network of ministries and leaders? A crazy experiment thought up in the 90’s by three mad scientists 
who thought there had to be a new way to do church?
 
Well, kind of, but those answers don’t tell the whole story. 

Kensington Church is made up of thinkers, leaders, feelers, gamblers, makers, and do-ers, and we know to accomplish the dreams God has put on our heart 
as an organization we’re going to need everyone’s help. That’s why painting an accurate picture of all that Kensington represents, in a clear, concise, and 
consistent way, is so important. If we want to see every[one] transformed and mobilized by Jesus we’re going to need a plan, and these guidelines are our 
blueprint.

Using these guidelines as a framework for everything we do helps us create a consistent, memorable and meaningful experience for our guests, volunteers, 
and new friends wherever they interact with Kensington - whether they’re in their seat at a weekend service, on the ride home after an hour in KKids, or 
checking us out online a thousand miles from the nearest Kensington campus. 

We’re excited to share, shape and grow this series of documents with your ministry team - to collect and connect the best ideas, wherever they come from, 
to build a visual, verbal, and experiential brand that helps our visitors connect with Christ in an exciting, honest, and life-changing way.

So let’s get started!

So, what is Kensington Church?

- Caryn James
Media Department Director

Kensington Church



1.1.2

Brand 
Keywords

Boiling Kensington Church down into a few 
keywords is no easy task. This list is by no means 
exhaustive, but if we follow the spirit of these few 
simple guideposts we can reflect what we believe 
is the personality of Jesus in all our initiatives, 
interactions, and first impressions.

Kensington IS:
Engaging
Relatable
Understandable
Alive
Unpredictable
Safe
Attractive
Compelling
Clear
Hopeful

Not Passive
Not Abstract
Not Cryptic
Not Stagnant
Not Dull
Not Scary
Not Exclusive
Not Compulsory
Not Vague
Not Exhausting
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1.2.1

Kensington’s
Vision Frame

Kensington’s Visual Brand is based on our core 
values and deepest beliefs. 

These are expressed most clearly through the 
Vision Frame - a tool we use to remember and 
relate Kensington’s Mission, Values, Strategy and 
Measures. The answers to Kensington’s biggest 
questions as an organization - the what, why, 
how, and when are all contained in this frame. 
Each portion of the frame depends on the others 
to succeed, and running through them all is our 
dedication to train up and activate new leaders.

measures
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Our Mission

to see every[one] 
transformed and 

mobilized by Jesus

1.2.2

The Mission Statement is our rallying cry, our 
beating heart and the reason we exist.

When we read the parables of the lost coin, the lost 
sheep, and the prodigal son, we find that seeing 
every[one] transformed and mobilized is God’s 
mission too. Our passion to reach the person far 
from God and expose them to his radiant love is the 
fuel for everything we do. It’s all about the [one].

What Are We Doing?

Writers and Designers note: Using brackets as a 
callout for special words is reserved for language 
surrounding the [one] in general or, specifically, 
the Every[one] campaign. 
Every[sandwich] might matter to us, but let’s not 
give it the same treatment as the mission.



1.2.3

Our Values
Our values are the motivational flame of the church 
- a set of unchanging beliefs and principles that 
guide and govern all our decisions. Think of them 
as our ‘Kensington Constitution.’
 
These values are useful signposts for finding 
direction at every level of Kensington’s decision-
making and action-taking. They guide the meetings 
that chart a course for our next 20 years as an 
organization and prepare the hearts of volunteers 
showing up at 5am Sunday morning.

In Christ
We are loved by Him, we find our identity in Him, and are powerless without Him.

Under Scripture
We submit to the authoritative, trustworthy, unchanging word of God.

As a Family
We lock arms in community, support, and accountability to accomplish God’s mission together.

For The One
We will leave what is comfortable to pursue those far from God.

From Brokenness
In response to our identity in Christ, we recognize and reveal our weaknesses to point to the power of God.

With Openhandedness
We joyfully release everything we have to the plan and purposes of God.

Through Others
We intentionally reproduce ourselves by making disciples that make disciples.

Why Are We Doing It?



1.2.4

Our Strategy
How Are We Doing It?

Kensington’s strategy has three main pillars - to 
engage visitors on a personal and spiritual level, to 
connect them with other believers, and to empower 
them to embrace their role in God’s Kingdom. 

We encourage everyone to Show Up, Jump In, and 
Move Out. There’s no prescribed order to these 
actions and no one can ‘finish the rounds’ - each 
step fades into another, engaging our visitors and 
us as a church in a loop of filling up spiritually, 
connecting with others, and pouring out into the 
community!

Show Up: Weekend services and special events are often the first point of entry for our guests, and a great place for every[one] 
to make connections. Together, at events like these, we experience moments that inspire and motivate us to grow in our 
relationship with God.

Jump In: The next step beyond the weekend services is to jump in to a group. It’s in groups that we build relationships that 
matter, take steps toward transformation, and learn how to walk in new life with Jesus.

Move Out: God has a mission for every[one] and we’re meant to pursue it – together. That’s what teams are all about: discovering 
purpose and significance through serving – at your local campus, during a special event, or across the globe on a short-term 
trip with one of Kensington’s Global Partners.



1.2.5

Our Measures
When Are We Successful?

Identity
Where do you find your identity other than Jesus?

Authority
What ‘right-now’ scripture is shaping you?

Community
Who are your 2am friends?

Intentionality
Who is on your top three list? 

Authenticity
Who is aware of your secrets?

Generosity
Where are you living generously?

Reproduce-ability
Who are you a direct part of transforming and mobilizing?

How do you measure life change? Is there an FDA 
test for fruits of the spirit? Taking stock of personal 
growth can be a difficult thing, but knowing if our 
values and strategies are helping our visitors find 
new life is an important part of serving them fully. 

While it may not be a strict science, answering 
these seven question, based on our core values, can 
give us an idea of the transformation happening in 
our lives and the lives of the people to whom we 
minister.

In the simplest form these questions are all asking, 
‘How is my life reflecting Christ today?’
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The Logo
The Kensington Church logo is a visual distillation 
of our mission to see every[one] transformed and 
mobilized by Jesus. Our initial, K, broken into two 
pieces, the numeral one pointed to by the brightly 
vibrant chevron serves as a recognizable and 
recreateable  visual short hand for our continual 
pursuit of the [one]. Whenever possible include the 
logo in its full 3-color formats to fully highlight the 
visual metaphor.

The Logo is intentened to be the most 
instantaneously recognizable element of the 
Kensington Visual Brand. Consistent repeated use 
of these marks capitalizes on and highlights the 
sheer number and physical reach of ministries and 
movements Kensington is involved in. 

The logo is presented in two distinct forms, as 
the Full Logo - the complete ‘Kensington Church’ 
wordmark, and as the Reduced Logo - the K Symbol 
in and out of various container shapes.

1.3.1



Full Logo
& Specs

Approved 
Color Options

Careful and consistent recreation of the Full 
Kensington Church Logo ensures maximum 
readability and recognizability across platforms. 

Keeping mind of these guidelines and simple 
dos and don’ts ensures our logo, often potential 
visitors first impression, represensts the very 
best Kensington has to offer – in terms of 
professionalism, clarity, and excellence.

1.3.2

Full Color Full Color Reverse

Two Color Two Color Reverse

One Color ReverseOne Color

Preferred Option



1.3.2

Presentation
Guidelines

Clearspace is defined as the area around a logo that excludes other graphics and typography. 
Use the height of the letter “N” in “Kensington Church” to determine the width of the clearspace 
around the logo, and twice the height of the letter “N” above and below. 

On digital applications like a television or service slide follow standards for HD Title Safe in lieu 
of above clearspace instructions.

For absolute certainty of legibility, never print the full Kensington Church logo smaller than 1.5” 
For print applictions use only .ai or .eps version of the logo at or above 300dpi. 

When printing or digitally presenting at small sizes (2” or below) cosider using one color versions 
of the logo.

144px1.5” 2”

Minimum size for webMinimum size for print



1.3.2

Misuses
of the Logo Never attempt to redraw or retype any elements of the Kensington Church Full Logo. 

Proper logo assets are available for every situation.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

9.8.7.

1. Do not use low resolution 
or aggressively compressed logos 

2. Do not skew or stretch logo

3. Do not place logo on interfering patterns 

4. Do not replace elements or create ‘sub-logos’

5. Do not use logo on orange image if it reduces legibility

6. Do not change the typeface 

7. Do not place logo too close to other elements

8. Do not use unapproved colors

9. Do not use any retired logos.



Reduced 
Logo & Specs

The reduced logo comes in three distinct variations 
- the Symbol, the Icon, and the Tag. 

These logo variations are recognizeable hallmarks 
of the larger visual brand to the initated but aren’t 
very informative to newcomers. To avoid confusion 
only use these reduced logos where the full text 
‘Kensington Church’ can be readily seen (e.g. 
included in copy, as a social media page name) or 
places we can reasonably assume the Kensington 
Church name is known (e.g. inside a campus). 

Approved 
Color Options - 

Symbol & Icon
1.3.3

Two Color Symbol

Three Color Icon

One Color Icon

Two Color Symbol Reverse

Three Color Icon Reverse

One Color Icon Reverse



1.3.3

Corner Tag

The final variation of the Reduced Logo is called the Tag, and to be honest, it’s our favorite. Adding 
this 45º tag to the bottom right corner of print, web, or screen applications makes the piece instantly 
recognizeable as a part of the Kensington Visual Brand. The tag only comes in one color, a flash of 
bright orange that brings life and recognizability to any project. 

There’s no hard and fast rule for scaling the tag, so consult the above examples and play around with 
it until your piece feels anchored by the tag but not overwhelmed by it.

11” x 17”

4” x 4”

16 x 9



Icon & 
Full Logo

Lockup
In certian situations, where page or screen real 
estate is of no concern, this lockup, featuring the 
Full Kensington Logo and Icon is acceptable to 
use. Occassional use of this lockup gives visitors 
and viewers the ultimate visual link between 
both versions of our logo. This lockup should 
only be used when it will not result in either logo 
appearing cramped. 

1.3.4



1.3.4

Common
Informational

Lockups

1825 E Square Lake Road • Troy, MI 48085

Logo with return address:

Logo with limited contact info:
1825 E Square Lake Road  •  Troy, MI 48085

248.786.0600  •  kensingtonchurch.org

Logo with digital contact info:

kensingtonchurch.org

Logo with full contact info:

1825 E Square Lake Road  •  Troy, MI 48085
248.786.0600  •  kensingtonchurch.org
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1.4.1

Museo Sans
Museo Sans is Kensington’s principal font family. 
Useable for headlines, short, medium and long 
format body copy Museo Sans has a fun friendly 
readability that make it perfect for most scenarios. 
It is a sturdy, low contrast, geometric, highly legible 
sans serif typeface, well suited for any display and 
text use, make it a sensible font that can stand out 
from the rest at all weights. We prefer Museo Sans 
300 for body, 500 for bold and 700 for headlines 
and titles, but feel free to occasionally break out 
900 for some extra punch!

Museo Sans is not a free font, so please don’t 
download it from the internet. 

Contact the Media Department
for a liscensed copy.

This is Museo Sans 700

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

Museo Sans 700

Museo Sans 300

M

+ Decorative Text
+ Headlines
+ Titles
– Subtitles
– Body Copy

+ Body Copy
+ Short & Medium Format
+ Print & Web
+ Subtitles
– Signage
– Highlighted Text

3 Then Jesus told them this parable: 4 “Suppose one of you has a hundred sheep and loses one 

of them. Doesn’t he leave the ninety-nine in the open country and go after the lost sheep until 

he finds it? 5 And when he finds it, he joyfully puts it on his shoulders 6 and goes home. Then 

he calls his friends and neighbors together and says, ‘Rejoice with me; I have found my lost....



1.4.2

Noto Serif
Noto Serif is a low contrast Clarendon Serif font. 
Serif fonts are generally regarded as more legible 
than Sans Serfis when reading long format copy 
- and that’s where we’re really letting Noto Serif 
shine. 

Blog posts, offical or open letters to the church 
or community or any place you want to include 
a bit more professional panache are perfect 
opportunities to use Noto Serif. It also creates a 
pleasant contrast when paired with heavier weights 
of Museo Sans as a subtitle or piece of call out text.

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$¢%&()[]+=

Noto Serif Bold

Noto Serif

N

+ Decorative Text
+ Headlines
+ Titles
+ Callouts
– Subtitles
– Body Copy

+ Body Copy
+ Medium & Long Format
+ Print & Web
+ Subtitles
– Signage
– Highlighted Text

Font Fact: Noto is short for ‘No Tofu.’ Tofu is internet 
slang for the shape displayed when a font family 
doesn’t include a glyph you’re requesting.

3 Then Jesus told them this parable: 4 “Suppose one of you has a hundred sheep and loses 
one of them. Doesn’t he leave the ninety-nine in the open country and go after the lost 
sheep until he finds it? 5 And when he finds it, he joyfully puts it on his shoulders 6 and goes 
home. Then he calls his friends and neighbors together and says, ‘Rejoice with me;...



1.4.3

Outbound
Outbound is a playfully handwritten accent font 
used to add a splash of personality to headlines, 
book layouts, internal and external signage and 
anywhere else we could use a dose of fun. 

Outbound’s strength is in its contrast to the rest of 
our font selections so use it freely but always with 
purpose - and never in more that one or two word 
bursts. 

Outbound is never an option for body copy.

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjK kL lMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

0123456789   !@#$%&() [ ]+=

Outbound

Examples

O

+ Decorative Text
+ Callouts
+ Accent Text
– Full Titles
– Full Headlines
– Subtitles
– Body Copy

Designers Note: As a handwritten font Outbound 
uses very specific kerning to create ligatures. 
We’re not locked into +0 tracking but pay special 
attention to any alterations. 

Single Word Callouts

Accent Text

Welcome!

We’re glad  you’re here.



1.4.4

Typography
Basics

Properly capitalize headlines and body copy

Font size should be 10–12 points in printed doc u ments

Use smooth, even letterspacing

Contrasting fonts can be beautif ul

Bold, regular, and light weights have their place

Make your type big enough to read

BECUASE ALL CAPS CAN APPEAR UNFRIENDLY.

anything smaller and text starts loosing legibility, you’d have to be pretty dedicated to read this far.

l o o s e, tight, or u ne ven spacing inhibits legibility.

but don’t mix more than two at a time.

but too many mixed weights are tough to read.

without yelling!
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1.5.1

Primary 
Palette

Kensington Orange (International Orange)

R:253 G:82 B:0

C:0 M:82 Y:100 K:0

#FD5200

Kensington Orange is the Kensington Visual Brand’s anchor 
color, adding recognizeable pop to branded applications. 
Kensington Orange is to be used as an accent, never fill or 
dominate any piece with this color. 

Dark Gray (Mortar)

R:89 G:89 B:89

C:63 M:55 Y:54 K:28

#595959

This dark gray is our most common color for printed and 
digital copy. It is also the primary color in Kensington’s 
Full Logo

Light Gray (Alto)

R:207 G:200 B:200

C:18 M:18 Y:16 K:0

#CFC8C8

This light gray color pops off of dark backgrounds and 
gives simple illustrations more dimension. ‘Church’ in 
Kensington’s Full Logo is presented in this gray.

Kensington’s primary color palette was developed 
entirely in support of our primary anchor color: 
Kensington Orange. 

Basic color theory attributes sensations of energy, 
happiness and enthusiasm to the Orange. Our 
mission to see transformation and mobilization by 
Jesus could not be more appropriately supported 
than by a bright, stimulating and activating color 
like Kensington Orange. The light and dark grays  
of our primary palette create visual environments 
which propel our vibrant orange off the page or 
screen with undeniable energy. 



1.5.2

Secondary
Palette

Teal

R:67 G:190 B:172

C:67 M:0 Y:41 K:0

#43BEAC

Soft Yellow

R:246 G:211 B:76

C:4 M:14 Y:82 K:0

#F6D34C

Regal Blue

R:25 G:49 B:91

C:110 M:87 Y:36 K:29

#19315B

Near Black

R:27 G:26 B:26

C:67 M:61 Y:60 K:81

#1B1A1A

Pure White is a de facto member of the 
extended Kensington palette.

These secondary colors bring handfuls of life, 
vibrancy and expression to the Kensington Visual 
Brand. While these colors should always be paired 
with or alongside colors from the primary palette 
their use is otherwise unrestricted. 

Paint walls, print shirts, weave friendship bracelets 
or customize your cube with these outgoing and 
emphatic colors.



1.5.3

Pantone® 

Selections  

PANTONE®

1665 U

PANTONE®

172 C

PANTONE®

425 U

PANTONE®

Cool Gray 11 C
PANTONE®

Cool Gray 3 C

PANTONE®

Neutral Black U

PANTONE®

Neutral Black C

PANTONE®

Cool Gray 1 U

PANTONE®

540 U

PANTONE®

540 C

PANTONE®

7465 U
PANTONE®

128 U

PANTONE®

128 C
PANTONE®

7465 U

Although opaque white inks exist, Pantone does not 
provide a reference for white. Generally, if you are 
printing on white paper and apply no ink to an area, 
you will achieve white. 

When white ink is needed, it should simply be specified 
as opaque white, without a PANTONE Reference.

Note on white printing:

PANTONE’s Uncoated Black is a total joke. For the 
deepest black consult printer for their best rich black 
c/m/y/k mix or use 50/50/50/100.

Note on black printing:

Approved Sherwin Williams and Benjamin Moore 
paint ID numbers and names can be found in 
Book 2 - Environments and Signage



General 
Color Ratios

1.5.4
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The Kensington Visual Brand Color Palette offers 
a lot of options to get creative with, but picking 
colors at random dilutes the connected nature of 
our design language.

These general color ratios don’t apply to individual 
pieces necessarily, rather the holistic visual 
impression of an experience. To translate that 
from design speak into something useful take a 
multipage booklet for example, one page might be 
entirely in our fun teal color, while another whole 
spread is a treated photo - individually these pages 
smash these guidelines to pieces - but when taken 
together the piece reflects the guidelines intentions 
perfectly. Or consider a bright orange sign in your 
campus lobby - pretty obnoxious on its own - but 
in the scope of the room turns into a pleasantly 
subtle accent. 

Not every piece we create together will adhere to 
these guidelines, and they don’t need to. Consider 
this page a rule of thumb, a freebie when we’re 
not sure what to do, helpful bumpers down the 
bowling lane of beautiful design. 
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The Power
of Photography

A picture is worth a thousand words.

Nothing tells a story, exposes truth or brings an 
abstract thought to life like a photograph. And with 
so many amazing stories to tell here at Kensington 
at our campuses, across the nation, and around the 
world we love featuring relevant, honest, original 
photography. Our photography doens’t always 
show our best side or make us seem like perfect 
people - it tells the true story of a group of people 
following Jesus through the highs and the lows.

Nature photography and abstract art can inspire 
the soul, but God’s focus is on the human element, 
and so is ours. As often as possible feature medium 
-to-tight shots of real Kensington people. When 
shooting or collecting photos remember: 
focus on the faces. 

1.6.1



Black & White
Photography

Using black and white photos combined with the 
Kensington brand colors supports our distinct 
visual identity. Black and white images reduce visual 
noise and stand out from the daily barrage of color 
photography. When considering using black and 
white photography in your work consider the overall 
impact of the consistent, distinct visual language being 
spoken across all Kensington materials. Every branded 
poster, brochure or service slide is contributing to the 
whole. The needs of the many, right Mr. Spock?

Black and white photos should be used in most 
external communications such as brochures, 
billboards, banners, direct mail, and for primary 
images online. These images represent a key brand 
element in the Kensington identity. 

Color photography is by no means prohibited, and 
in the right situation can be vital to a piece, but will 
always lack the unifying distinction of our black and 
white images.

Designers Note: An original Color Look Up Table is 
available with the brand assets to ensure all black 
and white photography share similar levels and 
slight blue cast.

1.6.2



Examples
& Resources

Contact the Media Department for photos of weekend 
services, special events, key members of staff, our 
global partners, and more. 

If you have photos from Kensington events or trips 
contact the Media Department via Microsoft Teams 
to add them to our library!

1.6.3

Unfortunately original photography is not always 
available. In those cases stock photography is 
allowed, but try to choose images that reflect the 
tone and artistic style of our original works.



1.6.4

Integrity 
in Editing

Kensington Church is dedicated to honestly communicating the lives and experiences of our 
vistors, staff, volunteers, and partners.
 
While Kensington staff does use Photoshop and other sotware to edit images for clarity, privacy 
of at-risk parties, and certain style choices we do not use these tools to manipulate the content, 
context, or story of any journalistic photograph. 

This includes selective cropping, removing of blemishs from skin or scenery, manipulating facial 
features or expression, color grading with intent to modify the context of a scene, and any other 
techniques that alter our audience’s interpretation of a scene or experience.

This dedication to integrity extends to dishonest or misrepresentative selection of photography 
and excessive staging at the time of capture.

- Caryn James - Nathan Woods - Peter Pelletier 

- Karl Nilsson, Jr - Jacob Hawkins - Meaghan Briggs
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1.7.1

The Chevron
The Chevron represents our constant pursuit of the 
one far from God, and this strong visual metaphor 
appears in some manner on most branded 
applictions.

Include the chevron in full or play with creative 
croppings to create the illusion of the shapes 
exploding beyond the boundaries of the image!

As a key element of the Kensington Visual Brand 
please limit the chevron to colors in our extended 
palette or as a window for original Kensington 
photograpy.

110
º an

g
le

The cover of this document!



Patterns

to see every[one] 
transformed and 

mobilized by Jesus

to see every[one] 
transformed and 

mobilized by Jesus
Repeating the chevron shape creates an interesting 
pattern that can be used as graphic backgrounds 
or as a light overlay on photography. 

Designers Note: This pattern at full density is 
actually pretty nauseating so keep it subtle. The 
examples here are set at less than 25% opacity.

1.7.2



Icon Shape

1.7.3

The rounded square of the Kensington Icon can 
be used as a container for photography, text or 
solid colors. Generally, staff portraits should be 
contained in this shape, rather than a hard square 
or full circle.

Designers Note: The Kensington Icon shape is an 
exact 1x1 square with rounded corners 1/5th total 
width, making the flat width 3/5th total width.



Designing
With Photography

1.7.4

Section 1.6 highlighted Kensington’s incredible 
library of photography and our passion for 
featuring honest and highly artistic images. 
Pairing our beautiful photography with large 
fields of color is a simple way to create a uniquily 
Kensington look.

When design, illustration, or even copy can’t tell 
the whole story - use a photo!
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1.8.1

Comm.
Requests

Kensington’s Media Department is here to serve 
you! From t-shirts to Twitter we want to help your 
ministry connect with audiences old and new 
through clear, up to the minute and excellent 
design and writing.

The clearer idea your team has of vision and specific 
needs for your project the better equipped we’ll be 
to help make your dreams reality. To get a project 
started follow these steps.

Check out Book  5 - Brand Catalogue to get an 
idea of the assets and applications we can create 
together!

Step 1: Have a great idea!
Step 2: Type helpdesk.kensingtonchurch.org in your web browser and log in.
Step 3: Click ‘New Ticket’ in the upper right corner, next to your profile picture and name.
Step 4: Complete the form with as much detail as possible, making sure to fill out all fields.
Step 5: Submit!

Within 3 business days a member of the Media Department will contact you to set up an initial ideation and 
expectation meeting. Here we’ll brainstorm ideas, share vision and create a list of deliverables and deadlines.

In general projects, from our first response to final approval of design, take about 21 days. 

If your project requires professional printing expect 4-6 business days from final approval to delivery.

Basecamp is the Media Department’s native language. After your initial request all project 
related communication will take place within Basecamp threads and conversations. 
Keeping the conversation in one location helps us track progress, review updates, share 
feedback and keep everyone on the same page. When a message or graphic is shared 
with you on Basecamp you’ll get an email alert - replying directly to that email will post 
right into the Basecamp thread. How easy is that? 

Submitting a Request

Using Basecamp

http://helpdesk.kensingtonchurch.org


1.8.2

Public Files
Check the Files tab on the All Staff Media 
Department Teams Channel for brand assets, 
editable templates and goodies like:

• Editable Word Documents

 • Kensington Letterhead

 • Baptism Certificates

 • Baby Dedication Certificates & Programs

 • Editable 11x17 Posters

• Desktop & iPad Wallpaper Graphics

• Brand Fonts

• Logos for Print & Web

• PowerPoint Templates

• Current and Evergreen Promotional Posters

• Editable Volunteer Nametags

• Churchwide Event & Campaign Assets

• Student Ministry Assets

• Informational Campus Posters

• Digital Editions of the Brand Guidelines

& more!

All Staff Media Department
on Microsoft Teams

JoshVolunteer
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1.8.3

Contact 
Information

Spot something we missed?
Just want to talk shop?

Send questions, comments, and bright ideas to 
communications@kensingtochurch.org 
or stop by the Media Department
in Kensington Church’s main offices
Monday through Friday, 9am-5pm



Continue on to Book 2 - Environments & Signage
to find guidelines and best practices for using the Kensington 

Visual Brand to create inviting, engaging and familiar spaces.


